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IDEALISM AND REALISM. 97 

IDEALISM AND REALISM.* 

THE Bishop of Down's second series of Donnellan 
Lectures is one of the most interesting and comprehen- 
sive works on Idealistic philosophy that has ever been 
published in English. He says in his Preface: " The 
aim of these lectures is to show that the new investiga- 
tions which the world owes in the main to M. Bergson 
supply the means of a further advance along the path 
which had been marked out by the gteat succession of 
the immortals. The Idealism which the modern world 
owes to Berkeley, Kant, Hegel, and T. H. Green has 
been subjected to a very thorough-going criticism, but 
its fundamental principles have not been destroyed. 
We have learned that the closed system which it seemed 
to create is not the perfect thing that many of us 
imagined in the young enthusiasm which possessed us 
thirty years ago. At the feet of Lotze, Bradley, Ward, 
James and others we have learned its defects, but we 
have not ceased to discern its intrinsic value. And we 
have discovered that its failure to answer many questions 
is one of the best things about it." 

Writers of philosophical literature are well aware of 
the difficulty, or rather the impossibility, of saying 
exactly what they mean. The reason, partly, is that 
abstract terms can seldom, if ever, be exemplified by 
particular instances: at all events, no methodical attempt 
has ever been made to do this. The consequence is 
that the same word conveys different meanings to dif- 
ferent persons. In common life, in mathematics, and 
for the most part in physical science, this difficulty can 

* God and Freedom in Human Experience, containing the 
Donnellan Lectures for the year 1913-14, delivered before the 
University of Dublin, by Charles F. D'Arcy, D.D., Bishop of Down. 

Arnold. 10s. 6d. 
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98 IDEALISM AND REALISM. 

be met. If the difficulty could be overcome in philoso- 
phy the result would mean a great saving of labour and 
the abolition of much criticism, the principal use of 
which now is to encourage and stimulate free inquiry. 
The endlessness of philosophical controversy does not 
mean, as some educated but vulgar people think, that 
metaphysics is merely bombastic verbosity. It only 
means that the queen of the sciences has not yet vouch- 
safed to give her subjects a satisfactory way of testing 
their statements by a common standard accessible to all. 
I may mention the words " spiritual," "realism," 
" idealism," " nature,"" " reason," " theology," 
" divinity," as examples. How they contrast with the 
precision of the ordinary use of terms like "chair," 
" x2+y2'," " conduction of heat "! Such criticism as I 
have to offer of the Bishop of Down's book may there- 
fore be misleading. It is possible that I may be criticiz- 
ing doctrines he never propounded. 

The leading theme of the lectures is as follows :- 
Conscious experience is less abstract and more unified 
than any other reality. The existence and nature of all 
things, including matter, consist in the fact that they 
are experienced by consciousness. The spiritual self- 
conscious life is both concrete and unifying, but matter 
considered by itself is a mere abstract diversity and has 
no self-dependent reality. Everything real is at a par- 
ticular stage of reality corresponding to its degree of 
concreteness or kinship with living experience. And as 
we are to matter, so is God to the aggregate of souls. 
Our nature, existence and reality consist in the fact that 
we are elements in His conscious experience. As 
Epimenides (I am told) said: " In Thee we live and 
move and are." The doctrine of the Trinity is not given 
by reason, but by faith, and it is the only possible 
explanation of the historical conscious experience of the 
Church. It is philosophically justified to faith, which 
is the unifying principle in the spiritual world, by the 
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IDEALISM AND REALISM. 99 

idea of a Super-personal Unity in which the Three 
Persons of the Trinity find Their home.' 

Evil, as usual, gives much trouble. A tentative solu- 
tion is offered, that though real and positive in the order 
of reality, it is less real than good. But the difficulties 
are never evaded, and the author frankly admits that 
while " we are unable to solve the problem of evil, we 
can see reason to believe that it is solved in God." But 
he adds with less caution: " Evil cannot be a permanent 
element in the universe." 

Such is the majestic structure which the author builds 
out of the fragmentary materials of our experience. It 
is a natural instinct to try to fill in the gaps of our 
experience by means of conceptions which transcend the 
given. Physical science since the time of Galileo has 
been doing it very successfully. Its speculations have 
been verified, for we can point to electric trams, electric 
light, telegraphy, wireless telegraphy, aeroplanes, 
inoculation against diseases, explosive bombs, and 
poisonous gases. But philosophy has no such advan- 
tage. All kinds of methods have been tried, three of 
which are prominent-faith, logical consistency, and 
pragmatism. The pragmatists first said that any satis- 
factory belief is true, but they have been driven from 
that position to the purely logical view that a hypothesis 
may be accepted as long as it works. But the logicians, 
in defeating the pragmatists, have suffered losses from 
which they may never recover. A logical scheme may 
be symbolically perfect, but when we ask for its concrete 
meaning we find that it often has none (e.g., non- 
Euclidean geometry for the most part), or that its final 
significance is practical but not exact (e.g., Euclidean 
geometry). As to faith, it is fundamentally pragmatic, 
except in so far as it is personally or collectively sub- 
stantial and in direct contact with reality. 

1 This doctrine is discussed in a more abstract manner in the 
Bishop's first series of Donnellan Lectures (Idealism and Theology, 
1899), but I think his view is still substantially the same. 
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100 IDEALISM AND REALISM. 

The movement of thought in the work before me bears 
a strange resemblance to that of Hobbes' Leviathan. 
Both start from egoistic experience, and both are urged 
by the immanent force of their own dialectic to an 
exactly contrary position. Hobbes, it will be remem- 
bered, is driven from pure egoism to political absolutism 
and concludes that the State as an organic whole is the 
arbiter of our ethical destiny. By a train of thinking 
which is quite analogous, the Bishop of Down is driven 
from the subjective idealism of Berkeley to the notion 
of a Super-Personal Unity, which as such is outside any 
conscious experience. The nature of the Super-Personal 
Unity does not consist in its existence as a conscious 
experience, and therefore it must be unknowable in its 
essence and revealed only by its appearance. It may 
be anything but self-conscious. It is true that the 
author does not explicitly draw this conclusion, but I 
am unable to see how it can be avoided, and I welcome 
it as a relief from the narrowness of subjective idealism 
and a return to candid realism. 

It would be interesting to draw a parallel between the 
philosophy of the Bishop of Down and that of the 
greatest of the patristics. It might show a marvellous 
continuity in episcopal thought and give psychological 
evidence of direct spiritual descent. Both start from 
the immediate certainty of inner experience. Windel- 
band says of Augustine : " The soul is for him . . the 

living whole of personality whose life is a unity and 
which by its self-consciousness is certain of its own 
reality as the surest truth." And there is much in the 
Bishop of Down's book of the same kind. Thus what 
Windelband refers to the Bishop of Hippo we may refer 
to the Bishop of Down:---" All rational knowledge is 
ultimately knowledge of God. Complete knowledge of 
God, indeed, even according to Augustine's admission, 
is denied to human insight in the earthly life. Perhaps 
only the negative element in our idea of Him is com- 
pletely certain; and in particular we have no adequate 
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IDEALISM AND REALISM. 101 

idea of the way in which the different elements of divine 
truth which the reason beholds are united in Him to 
form the highest real unity. For His incorporeal and 
changeless essence far transcends all forms of relation 
and association that belong to human thought; even the 
category of substance applies to Him as little as do the 
rest." " The whole Augustinian metaphysics is built up 
upon the self-knowledge of the finite personality, that is 
upon the fact of inner experience."' I do not mean to 
suggest that the author's philosophy is only a copy of 
Augustine's; far from it: I wish, rather, to point out 
that his metaphysical method has as much in common 
with the profound genius of Augustine as with the 
persuasive and graceful subtleties of the gentle Bishop of 
Cloyne. It is true there are serious differences. Augus- 
tine was an energetic champion of the devil, and accord- 
ing to Windelband was always a Manichaean. The 
Bishop of Down does not seem to include the devil in his 
scale of reality, but there might be room for that mon- 
ster either as an incomplete abstraction or as an element 
in the great unknown. Berkeley never even heard of 
the devil .2 

I notice with great interest that it is the doctrine of 
the Trinity-and I think this alone-that prevents the 
Bishop of Down from concluding that everything that 
exists is a state of consciousness. I regard this as a 
distinct philosophic triumph for Catholic dogma. He 
is driven to a form of realism. 

The essentially unknowable, that is, the element of 
reality that cannot come into consciousness, is the 
stumbling-block in all the greater systems of idealism. 
I daresay you could find it in Berkeley. It appears in 
Kant as the " thing per se," the noumenon, the noume- 
nal self. Fichte tried to identify all with the Ego, but 

2 See Windelband's History of Philosophy, E.T., p. 277ff. 
Windelband has a strong tendency to modernize the philosophy of 
the past, which makes his histofy more interesting, but perhaps 
less reliable. 
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102 IDEALISM AND REALISM. 

he was obliged from the start to posit a non-Ego and 
he was never able to get rid of it. All he could say 
was that it will be got rid of in the course of infinite 
time, and that it becomes progressively absorbed by 
moral activity. But it is like the old man of the sea on 
Sinbad's shoulders. Hegel had to accept it, much 
against his will, as the contingent, the particular, that 
which cannot be categorized, and is therefore false. But 
it jumps up again. 

The author's idealism is rather ambiguous. Some- 
times it means subjective idealism, the doctrine that the 
nature and existence of everything is only for conscious- 
ness. At other times it means that things only exist in 
relation to consciousness. The first sense is quite 
definite, but the second is very elastic; it might mean 
no more than that consciousness and other things are 
parts of complex reality-which nobody can deny. In 
this way he tries to catch Bergson in the idealistic net 
(p. 86). But M. Bergson states explicitly (Matter and 
Memory, p. 305, E. T.) that " images outrun perception 
on every side." By " images " Bergson means vir- 
tually unperceived perceptions, and his doctrine is thus 
the inverse of Berkeley's. For whereas Berkeley 
asserted that nothing exists except in so far as it is 
perceived, M. Bergson claims, as I understand him, that 
even perceptions exist without being perceived. For 
Bergson perceptions are a synthesis of the dynamical 
relations between the body and its environment, and a 
somnambulist, who may be quite unconscious, has never 
theless perceptions of external objects. 

The Bishop seems to hold, following T. H. Green, 
that it is self-evident that a unified diversity can only 
exist for consciousness; and, following Bergson and 
others, that an element cut out of a system (e.g., matter) 
is an abstraction and acquires concrete reality only as a 
member of a system. If Green's " axiom " be true it 
would follow that the universe, if it is an articulated 
system, is either self-conscious or an experience of a 
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IDEALISM AND REALISM. 103 

conscious being. But Green's " axiom " is really an 
illogical conversion of the datum that any conscious 
experience, e.g., of the room around one, is a unified 
plurality. Accepting this, it does not follow that every 
unified plurality is a conscious experience. At a certain 
stage in the development of life, consciousness becomes 
associated with bodily organism. But nobody knows 
at what point consciousness arises, and there is every 
reason to believe that organisms (to say nothing of 
material systems) can possess a highly complex and 
well-organized structure without consciousness appear- 
ing. If we knew when consciousness began we should 
have solved perhaps the greatest problem of psycho- 
physiology. 

It used to be thought that the creation of general 
conceptions was the peculiar characteristic of conscious 
mind. But it is far simpler and quite as intelligible to 
accept the view that the existence of universals is inde- 
pendent of their being conceived.3 It was thought also 
that will is essentially conscious, but Schopenauer 
pointed out that the assumption is superfluous. And 
what is still more extraordinary, intelligent design, 
action directed to an end, need not be conscious: we 
have no evidence to show that it is so, except perhaps 
in the case of human design. M. Bergson has perhaps 
done more than he is aware of to bring these important 
results to light. The results are negative, no doubt, 
but they are not'dogmatic, and by sweeping away a few 
idola they may lead to a great advance in knowledge. 
As Bacon said: Major est vis instantiae negativae. 
Unified complexity, design, will, perception, all these, 
so far as our methods can tell, may be unconscious." 

3 As a matter of fact, general conceptions do not exist in our 
consciousness; they can only be used and their existence inferred. 
Cp. Berkeley, whose psychology here is correct. 

4 An example of unconseious intelligent design and of unconscious 
will is to be found in the normal healthy processes of the bo~d, of 
most of which we are not conscious until they get out of order. 
The medulla oblongata carries on ceaselessly the work of regulating 
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104 IDEALISM AND REALISM. 

There is just one element left which seems to con- 
stitute the essence of consciousness, and that is value, 
or " de-value." Consciousness, to speak in a circular 
manner, is the self-valuation of some form of reality. 
And by value I do not mean a position in some abstract 
logical scale, but simply the degree of pleasure or 
pain. 

The Bishop of Down's magnificent work is worthy of 
the careful attention of those who believe in philosophy. 
Starting from experience, as he does, I should be in- 
clined to invert his primary postulate and to say that 
by far the greater portion of reality is by its nature not 
a possible object of any consciousness. Reality, how- 
ever, may be used by spirit for its own purposes, but 
to what extent we cannot tell just yet. It is important 
to observe, though, that using the unknowable is not 
the same thing as making it an object of consciousness. 
The experience we should naturally start with is not, 
paradoxical as it may seem, merely inner. It is con- 
sciousness and life in the presence of, and to some extent 
at home with, a vast unknown sphere which can be used 
more or less successfully for the creation of spiritual 
values. 

The author claims to start with the datum which he 
describes as the "living, moving, continuum of ex- 
perience." One might perhaps think that any depar- 
ture from this datum, in the way of reflexion on its 
meaning, was an abstraction and therefore a loss rather 
than an increase of knowledge. But this would hardly 
be a fair criticism, and I have not the space to discuss 
the point further: it is an argumentum ad hominem 
which might be applied to the whole of Bergson's 
philosophy. But another point is this: Why does the 
Bishop include the phenomena of subconsciousness in 

the mechanism of respiration from birth to death much more 
efficiently than Germans could do by conscious design. It is a 
mere petitio principii to say that conscious design must be at the 
back; the evidence of conscious experience is against it. 
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IDEALISM AND REALISM. 105 

the primary datum of experience, since he clearly wishes 
to identify experience with conscious experience ? The 
subconscious is really an unconscious process whose 
activity is revealed to us by occasional conscious ex- 
pressions, e.g., in memory, or in " super-normal " phen- 
omena. Bergson was willing to admit that intense 
continuity of consciousness which expresses the true 
nature of concrete duration is a very rare experience. 
It is so rare that there are perhaps few who have had 
the vision. The passage is worth quoting. Bergson 
is arguing that I'intelligence and matter are comple- 
mentary: the former is merely our adaptation to the 
latter, and l'intelligence is just as Jittle able as matter 
to express the concrete nature of existence. He says:- 

" Concentrons-nous done sur ce que nous avons tout 
A la fois, de plus d6tach6 de l'ext6rieur et de moins 
p*n6tr6 d'intellectualit&. Cherchons, au plus profond de 
nous-m6mes, le point oih nous nous sentons le plus 
interieurs a notre propre vie. C'est dans la pure durie 
que nous nous replongeons alors, une dur6e o& le passE, 
toujours en marche, se grossit sans cesse d'un present 
absolument nouveau. Mais, en meme temps, nous, sen- 
tons se tendre jusqu'h sa limite extreme, le ressort de 
notre volont6. II faut que, par une contraction violente 
de notre personnalit6 sur elle-meme, nous ramassions 
notre passE qui se dkrobe, pour le pousser, compact 
et indivisE, dans un prEsent qu'il cr6era en s'y intro- 
duisant. Bien rares sont les moments ob nous nous 
ressaisissons nous-m6mes a ce point: ils ne font qu'un 
avec nos actions vraiment libres. Et, meme alors, nous 
ne nous tenons jamais tout entiers."5 

It was on such rare intuitions, not on normal experi- 
ence, that Bergson built his theory of creative evolution. 
Now, such an experience (I do not remember having 
had one) may be what Wordsworth, our greatest poet- 
philosopher, describes as a "gleam of all things," it may 

5 L'Evolution Crdatrice, p. 218 (E.T., pp. 210, 211). 
B 
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10 IDEALISM AND REALISM. 

be continuous as the real flow of duration is continuous. 
But our ordinary experience cannot, as the Bishop seems 
to think, have this kind of continuity. The mystic and 
the poet may have occasional glimpses in which the 
soul becomes a mirror of the universe, but normal 
experience is essentially discontinuous in relation to 
time. I have read no work on psychology in which 
this truth is openly recognized. It is useless to dispute 
the fact that every state of consciousness is in though 
not of a single indivisible instant of time. James' 
" saddle-back " theory of time experience merely con- 
fuses the issue. It is equally self-evident that in a 
second of time we have only a finite distinct number of 
experiences. The working conception of time which has 
been used with never-failing success by mathematicians, 
astronomers, and all exact scientists, implies that there 
are an infinite number of instants in a second, or if you 
prefer it, that no interval of time is the smallest possible. 
It follows that conscious states in relation to objective 
time are essentially discontinuous and that the portion 
of time in a second during which we are unconscious 
is infinite compared with the portion during which we 
are conscious. The so-called continuity of normal con- 
sciousness is merely a subjective feeling of smoothness, 
but even that could be dispelled by the sudden explosion 
of a bomb. 

I have left more room for criticism than appreciation. 
I will conclude by expressing my gratitude to the Bishop 
of Down for the pleasure it has given me to read his 
stimulating book. And I may add sincerely, and not 
as a mere reviewer's platitude, that it fills a long-felt 
want, a work on philosophy that will help to arouse the 
intellectual energies of the Church of Ireland. 

REGINALD A. P. ROGERS. 

NonE. 
I have dealt principslly with the fundamental principles of the 

Bishop of Down's book. But a variety of important questions are 
considered in detail. Combining to some extent the shlar 
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IDEALISM AND REALISM. 107 

methods of Comte and Hegel with the theories of Berkeley 
and Bergeon, he draws up-somewhat hurriedly but not in- 
effectually-a scale of degrees of reality, passing from the " full 
concrete reality of our conscious experience " to the wholly abstract 
world of number. In his theory of freedom he would combine 
Green's self-determination with Bergson's new creation. He tries 
to reconcile Bergson's criticism of finalism with the idea of purpose. 
While admitting that the Universe is a "great adventure", he claims 
that there is "a light which shines ever before us which we may 
well believe will lead us at last to the home where we would be." 
The leading thought in the chapter on pain is that the normal 
activities of life of all degrees are essentially pleasant, pain being a 
temporary disorder or a condition of progress. Belief in a future 
higher order of life is based on our consciousness of the absolute 
value of the human soul. The Bishop is a believer in Mysticism, 
whether medieval or modern, and holds that the mystical trance 
is what it is felt to be, a genuine experience. In the last chapter, 
on History, Natural and Human, the Bishop infers from the 
uniformity of science and the moral consciousness that the Deity 
is absolutely trustworthy, and prizes moral and spiritual excellence 
above all things. Faith and Reason, he claims, are two distinct 
but related functions; they are both unifying in different spheres. 
The Bishop concludes the book somewhat suddenly and un. 
expectedly with the claim that Christian orthodoxy is the only 
possible explanation of the historical and individual experience of 
Christians. 

R. A. P. R. 
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